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In this issue we focus on:
l The New Regulations
l Annuities – Not Dead Yet!

As we get to grips with the unexpected but very welcome Budget changes to the UK’s private pension structures,
it seems right to take a moment to summarise both where we are now – and what happens next.

The New Regulations
Most of the ‘pension freedoms’ introduced in the Budget will already be familiar to members of ‘self-invested’
arrangements. What’s new for us is the much lower hurdle level for access to ‘flexible drawdown’. Dropping the
‘guaranteed pension in payment’ qualification to £12,000 per annum (inclusive of State Pension) will now deliver
full pension flexibility to the majority of those who have reached State Pension Age. For all other potential retirees,
with benefits within work-related ‘defined contribution’ schemes and Personal Pension Plans, unfettered pension
freedom is expected to arrive on 6th April 2015.

For those already in Drawdown, the easing of the drawdown restriction, from 120% to 150% of GAD will become
effective upon the next anniversary of their Drawdown Year. For those newly entering Drawdown or instructing a
new Crystallisation Event, the increased 150% of GAD multiple is available immediately.

So, from 6th April next year, it looks as though we may be able to close the Drawdown section of HMRC’s rulebook
and file it away... but beware the doomsayers! There’s been a good deal of adverse press comment in recent days
about the ‘cost’ to the Treasury of taxpayers making large, fully relieved contributions into their pension pots – and
subsequently enjoying the tax efficiency inherent within Flexible Drawdown. Well, setting aside the response of
“whose money is it anyway”, we’re already subject to “Anti-Recycling” rules and believe that tax efficiency is
fundamental to pension benefit accrual. It’s also a necessary part of the appeal the Chancellor envisaged when
he saw the need to stimulate interest and commitment to private pensions in his March Budget.

Full flexibility of drawdown, of course, invites attention and initiative with personal tax affairs. The ability to move
taxable pension income around from one tax year to the next, provides multiple tax-planning opportunities and
goes hand-in-hand with pension freedom. The potential to make this work successfully will already be familiar for
many in drawdown – and once the Finance Act is published next month, will be addressed again in future Bulletins.

Cash Lump Sum entitlements are unaffected by the new regulations – and seem destined to remain that way.
Progressive partial drawdown of both tax-free Cash Lump Sum entitlement and taxable drawdown pension looks
to become the benefit structure of choice for many more retirees. Maximum contribution limits and marginal rate
income tax relief on contributions made, will however, always remain vulnerable to political intervention.

Members already in retirement and drawing benefits from fully crystallised funds will perhaps be those most mindful
of their rate of drawdown and the performance of their invested fund. Active investment of crystallised funds carries
ever greater importance in this prolonged suppressed interest rate environment. Deposit interest of ½% against
inflation of 2½%, delivers losses in every sense. Pension funds must work just as hard after retirement as they did
in their build-up period. 
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The predicted fall in annuity purchases will necessitate the long-term investment of the pension pots of many more
private sector retirees than previously experienced. I’ll be talking again about pension fund asset class spread in
future Bulletins – but don’t hesitate to talk to us now, should you feel the need for our opinions or our guidance.

Annuities – Not Dead Yet!
Whilst we recognise the many benefits inherent within pension drawdown, we fully acknowledge the structural
appeal of annuitisation – particularly for those with small funds or with little appetite for investment risk... or capacity
for loss.

The Chancellor maligned annuities, in claiming justification for his changes to pension rules. We wholly welcome
all aspects of the Chancellor’s changes – but feel it’s important to recognise that the fall-off in the appeal of
annuities is largely the result of Government action. The manipulated zeroing of deposit interest and the
minimalisation of gilt yield has decimated annuity returns. These factors, when blended with the happier matter of
increasing life expectancy, have together served to halve the annuity rate for a retiring 65 year old, over the
last 20 years.

Nevertheless annuities always have, and always will have an essential role to perform in the guaranteeing of lifetime
income for many pensioners in their later years. They won’t be going away. The changes that ‘pension freedom’
will bring to the world of annuities may, however, be rather different than might initially have been thought. The
ABI’s report ‘Annuity Market Facts and Figures’ makes interesting reading: simply paste this URL into your
browser – http://bit.ly/1mRYk59.

In 2013 a total of 353,000 annuity contracts were brought into force, with the UK’s 14 annuity providers receiving
purchase monies totalling £11.9 billion. The average annuity purchase price of £35,600 obscures the median
annuity purchase price of only £20,000 – and that of all of the annuities purchased, some 30% were bought with
purchase money of less than £10,000.

These sobering figures relate to retirees within the work-related ‘defined contribution’ and personal pension plan
sectors of the benefits market. Many of those retiring now will also be able to draw benefits from retained salary-
related ‘defined benefit’ entitlements in former employer’s schemes. All such guaranteed scheme benefits are
currently excluded from the Chancellor’s new pension freedoms. Most of such benefit entitlement will also have
been excluded from the ABI’s Annuity Market Report.

A moment or two’s reflection on these annuity statistics quickly leads us to recognise that neither Mr Median nor
Mr Average have any hope whatsoever of using the Chancellor’s new found freedoms to “purchase a Lamborghini”,
as imaginatively suggested by Pension Minister, Steve Webb. A sub to assist a child’s house purchase and perhaps
a two week holiday abroad may be much nearer to reality!
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